When I use the iPad, I will show **good manners** by:

- Following my teacher’s directions and instructions.
- Only using the sites and apps the teacher allows.
- Turning the sound off for the beginning of each lesson.
- Sharing the iPad with others.
- Handling the iPad with care.

I ___________________________ have read and discussed this Agreement with my child _________________

Parent Name    Suranme

and *he / she* agrees to follow the St Pius X School iPad Code of Conduct Agreement.

Circle

K     PP     1     2    3              Date:  _____________________________
When I use the iPad, I will

Look after **MYSELF** by:

Not sharing information about myself to anyone or any site like my - password, name, address, school, family, pictures and photos

When I use the iPad, I will

Look after **OTHERS** by:

Sharing the iPad so everyone has a turn.
Helping others to stay on-task.

When I use the iPad, I will

Look after the **iPad** by:

Holding the iPad carefully.
Sitting with the iPad on a flat surface.
Carrying the iPad in its cover.